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STRAIN ACTUATED SOLAR-ARRAYS FOR
PRECISION POINTING OF SPACECRAFT
Oscar Alvarez-Salazar∗, Jack Aldrich†, Nuno Filipe‡, James Allison§, and
Soon-Jo Chung¶
Next generation telescopes for space exploration are being planned with unprecedented levels
of pointing and wavefront stability as science enabling capabilities - i.e., sub-milli-arcsecond
class pointing, and pico-meter class RMS wave-front error). Current methodologies for attaining these levels of stability are approaching the limit of what is possible with the use
of isolation, intensive and risky structural dynamic tailoring, exquisite broad-band Attitude
Control System (ACS) sensors and actuators, and ultra-precise fast steering mirrors commanded to compensate for pointing errors through feedback of camera measurements. This
paper explores the benefits of using Strain Actuated Solar Arrays (SASA) - currently under
Research at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the University of Illinois Urbana Champagne
- in new ACS architectures for applications requiring very tight precision pointing of a SC
and on-board instrumentation. A strain actuated solar array has the following characteristics:
(1) Strain actuation and sensing is distributed throughout the SA panels to obtain control authority and observability over the strain state of the SA–enabling SA jitter control. (2) Large
motion (up to 10 degrees or relative motion) strain based mechanisms are used in between
SA panels and in between the SC and the solar array–enables SC slewing and limited momentum management. (3) The mechanical (i.e., stiffness and configuration) and inertia/mass
properties of the SA have been designed to optimize its ability to control its vibrations and
the vibration and attitude of the host SC. This paper discusses ACS architectures that use the
above SASA system while avoiding the use of the Reaction Wheel Actuator (RWA) during
key science observation periods. The RWA being the dominant source of pointing jitter and
wave front jitter in a telescope based observatory; hence, not flying RWAs amounts to not
flying the main source of jitter! At least two architectures based on the SASA system are
studied - one is an earth orbiter, the other is assumed to be in an L2 orbit. Simulation results
for one of these cases are discussed along with what developments are needed going forward
to enable the use of this technology.

INTRODUCTION
The workhorse of an attitude control system (ACS) is the Reaction Wheel Actuator (RWAs) assembly.
A minimum of 3 wheels is needed in most systems requiring precision pointing of a spacecraft (SC). A
fourth wheel is typically added in a pyramid or tetrahedral configuration to add redundancy to the system.
Wheels can be doubled up to increase capacity. The primary functions of the RWA assembly are: 1) Angular
Momentum Storage for overall system momentum management, 2) Angular torque for slewing a SC, 3)
Angular torque for attitude control. As important and common as the RWAs are, they pose reliability issues
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and can significantly limit or even prematurely end a flight system mission (Dawn, Kepler, Cassini, [1]). For
this reason deep space missions expected to operate for a decade or more do try to avoiding reaction wheels,
while replacing them with a thruster based Reaction Control System (RCS). While an RCS may be more
reliable, it is limited by the amount of fuel the SC can carry. Typical RCS based ACS also have limited
stability and pointing performance. New Micro-Newton or Milli-Newton class RCS can help alleviate the
stability and pointing performance of a system, but it still has to rely on larger capacity systems to slew, deltaV, or de-tumble a SC, and are still limited by the need of a consumable fuel and large power consumption.
Both RWA and RCS based ACS have their agility and pointing performance/stability reduced by the possible interaction with flexible structures on board the SC. In particular, solar arrays grow significantly in size
in systems going to deep space (>3AU) where power is at a premium or in systems where Solar Electric
Propulsion requires extreme power consumption. Loss of agility can be equated to loss of science efficiency
because time spent “settling” is time that cannot be used to do science. In contrast, SASA based ACS is
capable of integrated slew and jitter control – a control strategy that reduces slew/settling time.
In addition to reliability and agility issues, RWAs pose yet another limitation on precision pointing systems
[2], like large exo-planet imagers or stellar interferometers [3]. The next generation telescope after the James
Web Space Telescope (JWST, [4]) will require pico-meter class wave-front stability and micro-arc-second
class pointing. These are considered science-enabling capabilities. RWAs are the main source of jitter on this
type of systems, which require both stability to collect science data and agility to maximize efficiency. Isolation of the reaction wheels (single layer was used in Chandra and dual layer was used in JWST) is currently
used to reduce the effect of wheel spinning related disturbances (static, dynamic imbalances, etc.). However,
isolation alone is not enough, so tailoring of the structure to minimize its response to these disturbances is
used throughout the design and integration cycles of a system. These “passive” techniques can be successful
but are very risky in that they are impossible to verify directly prior to launch. The result can be overly
conservative designs. Finally, when the “passive approach” is not enough, active sensing and control of the
residual jitter has to be used at high frequencies to achieve the levels of stability mentioned above. This can
be done with high bandwidth fine guidance sensors that rely on bright star targets, or a combination of dim
star sensing and high frequency internal configuration sensing (accelerometers, metrology).
This paper discusses architectures where the RWA assembly is replaced by solar arrays with large inertia
ratios to the host SC. Four functions are envisioned here 1) solar array dynamic stabilization, 2) SC slewing, 3)
SC attitude control, 4) Momentum management. The first function allows for fast slew and settle operations
because the SA dynamics are actively eliminated, thus increasing the time efficiency of the flight system.
The third function allows for precision pointing of the system while eliminating the spin related disturbances
generated by RWAs - this has the potential of enabling the next generation of large and planet imaging
telescopes where tighter levels of stability are science enabling. Finally, the fourth function allows the ACS
architecture to trim out solar pressure and other minor external disturbances by simply articulating the outboard panels in the Solar Arrays avoiding the need for fuel based momentum management (Mariner 4, [5]).
Piezoelectric wafers embedded in a solar array structure convert electric energy into strain energy, which
in turn can be used to apply torques to its base-body, i.e., the Spacecraft (SC) bus. Strain based actuators
placed between the SA panels can also be used to effect larger levels of motion to the SA, thus allowing more
control over its inertia. Appending or using the outboard panel as a solar pressure vane allows the SA to
trim system momentum and the stored strain in the solar array accumulated in the strain actuators mentioned
above. A two axis root motor or gimbal between the SC and the SA panel allows for rigid body control over
the inertia of the entire array, which lends itself to slewing the SC larger angles relative to inertial space. A
simple depiction of this concept in the context of a SC is shown in Figure 1 and studied here as a system
and to some degree in [6] and [7]. This concept is used here to add optimally distributed strain actuation to a
spacecraft’s solar array system for the purpose of creating an attitude control and precision pointing actuator.
Linearization of the structural dynamics is imperative, but is readily achieved with an inner control loop that
measures the local solar array strain and works to minimize it - this frees the structure of its first few structural
dynamic modes, thus increasing the bandwidth of the system. (This approach has been demonstrated since
the mid-1980s. See [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].) The resulting “actuator” can then be used with authority in
flight systems with very challenging attitude stability requirements.
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Figure 1. Proposed flight system architecture based on SASA.

Future flight systems architectures requiring milli-arcsecond and sub-milli-arcsecond class precision pointing and instrument stability (i.e., large aperture imaging telescopes, coronographs, next generation segmented
telescopes) will have the option of either replacing the RWAs in the Attitude Control System (by far the most
significant source of jitter on board a spacecraft during science operations) or enhancing the Attitude Control
System with the addition of this new capability. Two technical alternatives to designing ultra-stable pointing
systems are afforded with this concept: 1) setting the RWAs to zero-RPM during science observations, or
eliminating the RWAs from the flight system architecture, both of which eliminates jitter generated by their
imbalances and electronic noise; 2) using the strain actuated solar array in a multi-stage actuation configuration with the reaction wheels allows for compensation of the jitter generated by spinning the RWAs.
This concept answers the strategic need for ultra-stable ACS systems without the reliability issues so
often associated with RWAs. This concept also offers the possibility of eliminating the RWA jitter without
having to add isolation or active local control as an after thought. This concept maps to NASA’s 2012
Technology Roadmap for Materials, Structures, Mechanical Systems and Manufacturing: “innovative and
multi-functional mechanisms and structures”. In addition to the above, this concept offers the possibility of
not using RWAs in small/cube sats, which enhances their capability to carry extra payload mass or reduce
volume.
HOW STRAIN ACTUATED SOLAR ARRAYS CAN SERVE AS THE PRIMARY SPACECRAFT
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS)
SASA-based architectures are capable of performing large angle spacecraft slews with unprecedented
agility using ultra-quiet attitude actuation (and momentum management) approach. This capability is based
on a new approach to actuator allocation and control-loop closure.
To illustrate this approach, it is important to introduce and characterize the open-loop flexible spacecraft
plant model that is equipped with a SASA-based attitude actuation system. In short, this plant model is a
partially-linearized multi-body system that includes three control inputs for a bus-mounted actuation system
(e.g., torque rods), and m-inputs for all the SASA actuators (three-inputs per gimbal joint, and one-gimbal
joint between any two-adjacent bodies in the tree-topology rigid-body system).
In the sections that follow, this plant model is defined, and its control inputs are assigned feedback control
laws that are designed to stabilize the following control loops: 1) the solar-array active-damping control loop,
2) the bus-pointing attitude control loop and 3) the SASA actuator displacement desaturation control loop.
Strategically, these control loops use inter-body (panel) actuator displacements to slew and point the space-

craft with a high-bandwidth response (10 − 50 [Hz] commensurate with PZT actutator control authority),
while (in parallel) slowly unloaded actuator strain from the system by the de-saturation control loop which
runs at a heavily reduced bandwidth (0.15 [milli-Hz] commensurate with the polar-orbit torque-rod control
authority).
Dynamics of redundantly-actuated spacecraft equipped with SASA
After linearization and mass-matrix inversion, the equations of motion of the strain-actuated solar-array
and spacecraft system [15] can be expressed as
z̈1 + Ω12 Dpassive ż2 + Ω12 Kz2 = Ω11 Γ(t) u1 + Ω12 Ku2 + w1
z̈2 + Ω22 Dpassive ż2 + Ω22 Kz2 = Ω21 Γ(t) u1 + Ω22 Ku2 + w2

(1)

where z1 is the bus body attitude vector, z2 includes all the solar-array body attitude vectors (stacked vertically), K  0 is the symmetric positive-definite passive stiffness matrix of the SASA actuation system,
Dpassive  0 is the symmetric positive-definite passive damping matrix of the SASA actuation system. Ωki
is the (k, i)-block of the inverted system mass matrix, and wk accounts for all the disturbance torques (and
unmodelled nonlinearities) that are not represented explicitly in (1).
Regarding the control architecture, input u1 is the bus-mounted actuator torque vector that must pass
through the rank-deficient, time-varying, magnetic B-field matrix Γ(t) [16], and input u2 is the strain-actuated
commanded stroke lengths that are modulated for purposes of modifying the rest-pose of the spacecraft/solararray assembly (and thereby point the strain-actuated spacecraft bus). These two inputs are decomposed
further into four functional groups as follows:
u1 = udesat
u2 = udamp + upoint + unull

(2)

Specifically, udamp uses SASA actuators to actively damp the solar array degrees-of-freedom, upoint uses
SASA actuators to point the spacecraft, udesat uses bus mounted actuators (torque rods) to minimize strain in
the SASA actuators, and unull uses the SASA actuators to minimize strain in the SASA actuators in a manner
that does not impart a reaction torque onto the bus.
The four controls on the RHS of (2) are closed one-at-a-time in the sections that follow. After each
loop closure, the resultant closed-loop / open-loop dynamics are assessed so that the control design of each
subsequent loop-closure becomes self-evident.
Active damping of solar-array dynamics
Standard passive solar arrays are severely under-damped (e.g., 0.2% damping is typical), and it is wellknown that this property limits the pointing control loop bandwidth [17, 18, 19].
Strain-actuated solar arrays, on the other hand, are equipped with the capability to provide active damping,
and this will facilitate pointing loop closure at higher bandwidths that would not be possible otherwise. To
this end, consider active damping controller:
udamp = −Dactive ż2

(3)

where Dactive  0 is necessary for stability. To implement active-damping, put (3) and (2) into (1) to get
z̈1 + Ω12 Dż2 + Ω12 Kz2 = Ω11 Γ(t)udesat + Ω12 K (upoint + unull ) + w1

(4)

z̈2 + Ω22 Dż2 + Ω22 Kz2 = Ω21 Γ(t)udesat + Ω22 K (upoint + unull ) + w2

(5)

where the total net-damping matrix Dnet  0 becomes
D := Dpassive + Dactive
Typically, Dactive  Dpassive , because the (natural) passive damping is inadequate for robust stabilization.

(6)

Precision SC Attitude control
Now, that the active damping loop has been stabilized, we seek to close the bus-pointing loop with the
following PID controller

R
(7)
upoint = −[K]−1 · [Ω12 ]+ · κP z1 + κI ot z1 dt + κD ż1
where κP  0 is the proportional gain, κI  0 is the integral gain, and κD  0 is the derivative gain. As
a remark, it is worth noting that the pseudo-inverse [Ω12 ]+ in (7) is needed because there are more SASA
actuators m than bus-attitude angles n = 3 (m > n = 3), by assumption. In particular, (7) is a standard control
strategy that is used in the control of redundantly-actuated mechanical systems [20, 21, 22].
To close the pointing control loop, substitute (7) into (4) to get closed-loop bus attitude dynamics given by
z̈1 + κD ż1 + κP z1 + κI

Rt

o z1 dt

= f (t)

(8)

where
f (t) := Ω11 Γ(t)udesat + Ω12 Kunull + w1 − Ω12 Dż2 − Ω12 Kz2

(9)

Ω12 · Ω+
12

and
≡ I (identity matrix) was used to simplify (8). Equivalently, (8) can be expressed in the frequency domain as follows
s
z1 (t) = T (s) · f (t),
T (s) = 3
(10)
s + κD s2 + κP s + κI
which is an exponentially stable filter for all 0 ≤ κI < κP · κD , as shown in [Fig. 2].
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Figure 2. Sensitivity function.
Using the disturbance-rejection capability of filter T (s) at low frequencies (as depicted in [Fig. 2]), it is
easy to verify that
T (s) · f (t) ≈ 0

⇐

( f (t) is a weak, slowly-varying forcing function)

and this would imply that z1 (t) ≈ 0 is a valid approximation. Indeed, (11) holds because
T (s) · w1 ≈ 0

⇐

(weak, slowly-varying solar-pressure disturbance)

T (s) · Ω12 (sD + K) · z2 ≈ 0

⇐

(slowly-varying, heavily-damped solar-array deflections)

T (s) · Ω11 Γ(t) · udesat ≈ 0

⇐

(udesat to be designed as a slowly-varying control)

T (s) · Ω12 K · unull ≈ 0

⇐

(unull to be designed as a slowly-varying control)

(11)

Momentum management in Earth orbit
Motivated by the z1 (t) ≈ 0 property that follows from (11), we proceed with the momentum management
control design based on a reduced-order model that is a consequence of the following assumption:
z1 ≡ 0 ,

ż1 ≡ 0 ,

z̈1 ≡ 0

←

(perfect tracking assumption)

Under Assumption (12), the pointing controller (7) reduces to upoint ≡ −[K]−1 · [Ω12 ]+ · κI
R
forcing function (9) reduces to κI ot z1 dt ≡ f (t). Therefore, Assumption (12) implies that
upoint ≡ −[K]−1 · [Ω12 ]+ · f (t)

(12)
Rt

o z1 dt



and the

(13)

Inserting (13) and (9) into (5) yields
z̈2 + Ωs Dż2 + Ωs Kz2 = Ωr Γ(t) udesat + Ωs Kunull + wr

(14)

where Ωs D  0 and Ωs K  0 are symmetric matrix products and
wr := w2 − Ω22 Ω+
12 w1
Ωr := Ω21 − Ω22 Ω+
12 Ω11


+
Ωs := Ω22 · I − Ω12 Ω12
By design, the nullspace controller unull is not allowed to perturb the pointing control loop. Clearly, this holds
if and only if Ω12 Kunull ≡ 0 holds. Indeed, this is equivalent to ensuring that unull has zero effect on the z1
bus attitude motion equation given by (4). Observe that
Ω12 Kunull ≡ 0

⇔

unull := [K]−1 · [I − Ω+
12 Ω12 ]ufree

(15)

where ufree is arbitrary. Furthermore, (15) satisfies the identity: Ωs Kunull ≡ Ωs ufree . To show this, use the fact
that [I − Ω+
12 Ω12 ] is a nilpotent matrix. As such, inserting (15) into (14) yields
z̈2 + Ωs Dż2 + Ωs Kz2 = Ωr Γ(t) udesat + Ωs ufree + wr ≡ Ωc (t)uc + wr

(16)

where
Ωc (t) :=



Ωr Γ(t) Ωs




,

uc :=

udesat
ufree



Effectively, (16) becomes the reduced-order plant model that describes the solar-array rotational degrees-offreedom. Because the control objective for input uc is to drive the strain-energy in the solar array to zero (e.g.,
limt→∞ z2 = 0, the following “minimum effort” momentum management controller is assumed
uc = −W [Ωc (t)W ]+ · (Ddesat ż2 + Kdesat z2 )

(17)

where W  0 is a user-defined weighting matrix, Ddesat  0 and Kdesat  0 are the feedback control gains.
Observe that (17) is necessary to desaturate the strain accumulation inside the Solar-Array actuators. Indeed,
this follows from the fact that Ωs  0 is symmetric-positive semidefinite, but has rank deficiency of degree
three. To mitigate this issue, insert control (17) into (16) to yield the following closed-loop dynamics
z̈2 + GD (t)ż2 + GP (t)z2 = wr

(18)

where the closed-loop time-varying gains GP (t) and GD (t) are
GP (t) := Ωs K + Pc (t)Kdesat ,
GD (t) := Ωs D + Pc (t)Ddesat

Pc (t) := Ωc (t)W · [Ωc (t)W ]+

(19)

The control objective of (17) is to ensure exponential stability of the origin. This is possible if GP (t)  0 and
GD (t)  0 which is achieved if N {Ωs K} ∩ N {Pc (t)Kdesat } ≡ 0/ and N {Ωs D} ∩ N {Pc (t)Ddesat } ≡ 0/ where
N {·} denotes the nullspace operator. Both N {Ωs K} and N {Ωs D} are non-empty nullspaces that span a
three-dimensional subspace of total configuration space, which can be characterized geometically [23]. Of
course, the objective of the desaturation control design is primarily to eliminate this null-space, and thereby
stabilize the strain desaturation control loop. This is possible when the feedback gains Kdesat and Kdesat are
positive gains that are sufficiently small, but not zero. A detailed proof of this claim is given in [15] where
sufficient conditions for exponentially-stability (ES) of the origin of the coupled system, namely (18) plus (8),
are derived for the general (exact) case where the perfect tracking assumption (12) is relaxed. Furthermore,
[15] shows that the closed-loop system maintains the actuator strain-levels inside a “ball” whose radius grows
in proportion to the peak external disturbance magnitude (PEDM), provided that the PEDM is sufficiently
small [24].
Inspection of (18) suggests that a necessary condition for ES is that the time-average of GP (t) and GD (t)
must be positive definite. On the other hand, GP (t) and GD (t) in (19) clearly become a pair of constant
matrices that are rank deficient (with three-dimensional nullspace) whenever the momentum controller is
disabled (i.e., Kdesat = Kdesat = 0 and uc ≡ 0). Such rank deficiency would inevitably yield unbounded solar
array deflections. In summary, a momentum management (saturation avoidance) controller such as (17) is
a necessary condition for bounding the momentum and actuator strain. This control strategy was initially
developed for redundantly-actuated robotic systems with actuator constraints [20].
In the simulations section of this paper, a pointing controller and torque-rod based momentum management
controller are simulated and shown to stabilize both the pointing control loop and the strain-desaturation
control loop.
Remark. Prior works in redundantly-actuated flexible spacecraft [21, 22] focus on the pointing control loop,
without regard for saturation avoidance and momentum management of the actuation system.
CHARACTERISTICS OF STRAIN ACTUATED SOLAR ARRAYS FOR USE IN SC ACS ARCHITECTURES
The previous section made the assertion that SASA-equipped flexible spacecraft are capable of performing
large angle spacecraft slews with unprecedented agility using ultra-quiet attitude actuation (and momentum
management) approach. In this section, this capability is characterized via “basic physics” analysis.
Large slew angle capacity
For spacecraft that are equipped with SASA, the mechanism via which spacecraft slewing becomes possible is most easily understood by considering the rotational equations of motion (EOM) of the two-body problem [6]. To simplify the discussion, consider the case that the two-bodies are axi-symmetric and constrained
to rotate only about a common axis. In this case, the rotational EOM become Jbus · θ̈bus = Jsolararray · θ̈array
where Jarray is the total inertia of the solar arrays, Jbus is the spacecraft bus inertia, and θsolararray , and θbus
are the inertial attitude angles of the array and bus, respectively. Integrating this equation of motion yields
the “reaction-mass-balance” equations of motion for SASA:
θbus (t) = −ρ · θsolararray (t),
Jsolararray
ρ :=
Jbus

∀t ≥ 0
(20)

Specifically, (20) holds for all time t ≥ 0 under the assumption that no external torques are acting on the
system, and the two bodies are initially at rest. Equation (20) indicates that the spacecraft’s slewing capacity
is proportional to its array/bus inertia ratio, ρ. Typically, large ρ is most desirable (e.g., ρ > 20). In particular,
ρ maximization solves the following problem: Minimize the solar-array to sun vector misalignment (power
inefficiency) while maximizing the slew angle capacity (science/communications operational coverage). In
practice, missions typically need to command large slew angles while minimizing the solar-array/sun-vector
misalignment. For example, in missions where ρ > 20 holds, the solar array drive assembly (SADA) need

only rotate the solar array by an angle of 9 [deg] or less (relative to the sun-vector), in order to slew the
spacecraft bus by an angle of 180 [deg] or more (relative to the inertial frame). In conclusion, ρ is the slew
authority measure for SASA-based mission concepts. This measure is characterized in [Fig. 3].
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Figure 3. Spacecraft slew capability versus inertia ratio.
Fortunately for SASA, there are many new NASA mission concepts (and the aerospace industry applications, in general) that are trending towards using larger and larger ρ. Indeed, spacecraft built for deep-space
(and/or equipped with electric propulsion) are power-needy, and therefore require very large solar-arrays
(typically, ρ > 20). Designs that leverage this basic trend were recently investigated in [7].
Spacecraft agility, and ultra-quiet attitude actuation
Spacecraft agility is limited by the spacecraft’s slew-rate capacity, which in turn is limited by the angular
acceleration capability of the spacecraft’s attitude actuation system (i.e., it’s control authority). In surveying
the control authority heritage, the following conclusions are immediate. Thruster-based reaction control
systems (RCS) as well as the proposed strain-actuated solar-array (SASA) concept are in the high-authority
class (60 [deg/sec] max-slew rate group); reaction-wheel-assemblies (RWA) are the medium-authority class
(1 [deg/sec] max-slew rate group); and micro/solar-electric propulsion (MEP/SEP) systems are in the lowauthority class (0.1 [deg/sec] max-slew rate group). As a remark, SASA’s qualification into the high-authority
class has much heritage. Indeed, SASA leverages piezoelectric (PZT) actuation flight heritage, and it is well
know that PZT has an exceptionally large force/bandwidth capacity [10].
Herein, an attitude actuation system is considered “ultra-quiet” (UQ) if it is capable of unprecedented
pointing precision by virtue of the fact that it does not “self-disturb”, that is, invoke parasitic actuation affects
that disturb the spacecraft. Self-disturbances arise from actuation systems that have moving parts (e.g., outof-balance harmonics of RWA reaction wheel assemblies), and impulsive events (e.g., minimum impulsive
bit of RCS trusters). Hence, SASA and MEP/SEP are each UQ, but RCA and RWA are not.
In summary, SASA is the only attitude actuation option that is both high-authority, and ultra-quiet.
Momentum management in L2
At the Earth-Sun L2 point and in deep space, the Earth’s magnetic field becomes too weak for a torquerod momentum management solution. In this case, however, the solar radiation pressure (SRP) can be used

instead to control the attitude and angular momentum of the spacecraft [25]. In prior works in this area [26],
the control strategy is to articulate the outer panels of the solar arrays in order to do the following: (i) trim
external torques acting on the spacecraft system, (ii) modulate the direction of the resultant SRP-torque with
respect to the body-frame of the spacecraft for purposes of allowing the resultant SRP-torque to act directly
on those bus-body attitude degrees-of-freedom (DOF) that have accumulated too much momentum.
The aforementioned strategy can be modified slightly for purposes of dumping momentum out of the strainactuated solar arrays. More specifically, the goal is to trim the solar-pressure vanes for purposes of aligning
the SRP-induced torque in the direction that reverses the accumulation of strain within the SASA actuation
system.
Interestingly, this control strategy is not unlike powered descent where the spacecraft’s attitude is controlled
for purposes of changing the direction of the drag-induced lift vector acting on the spacecraft. As such, liftvector redirection becomes the “actuation mechanism” that allows the control designer to push the spacecraft
onto the desired descent profile (path).
REFERENCE ARCHITECTURES USING THE STRAIN ACTUATED SOLAR ARRAY
In this section we briefly describe three ACS architectures that are enabled by some or all of the functions
of a solar array discussed above. The architectures of interst are: 1) Precision Pointing Low Earth Orbiter, 2)
Astrophysics observatory at L2, 3) Deep Space ( 10Au) small SC explorer.
Precision Pointing Low Earth Orbiter
This ACS architecture centers on the use of the solar arrays for precision pointing of a low earth polar
orbiter at about 800 Km of altitude. We envision the following Hardware for the ACS architecture #1:
1. Star Tracker, Gyroscope, Magnetometers, Sun-sensors
2. Magnetic Torque Rods, RCS
3. Two-function actively controlled solar array:
(a) local solar array stabilization
(b) SC attitude control
A hybrid control system, Figure 4, is envisioned here to keep the system either inertially pointed or geocentrically pointed while keeping a set of 3 solar array panels pointed to the sun (Assume that the solar panels are
sufficiently large to avoid having to be articulated with orbital beta angle variations). The system is flown with
zero momentum through the use of the attitude estimator produced body rates (Star Tracker and gyroscope
based), torque rods and magnetometers, which keeps external torques (solar pressure, aero-drag and gravity
gradients) from building momentum. In either case a sun-synchronous orbit with a high inclination angle is
seen as feasible to allow the torque rods to dump all momentum and keep the attitude errors from drifting. A
higher frequency attitude control loop based on the small angle articulation of the solar arrays about the point
where they meet the SC is used to achieve precision pointing of the attitude of the SC; however, this loop is
off-loaded to a lower frequency loop where the torque rods are also asked to produced torques to help control
low frequency attitude errors. A high frequency local loop is used at each solar array to zero out structural
dynamic response of the solar array panels, which has the effect of decoupling the SC pointing loop from the
dynamics of the SA (active damping of modes of the solar array is envisioned to be what is needed from this
local controller). Simulation results pertaining to a simplified version of this architecture are discussed later
in the paper.
Astrophysics observatory at L2
This ACS architecture centers on the use of the solar arrays for precision pointing of a flight system in an
L2 halo orbit (trailing or not) while trimming out momentum using solar panel vanes like Mariner 4 used
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Figure 4. Flow Diagram depiction for Architecture 1.

back in 1964 [5, 25] when it completed the first ever fly-by of the planet Mars. We envision the following
Hardware for the ACS architecture #2:
1. Star Tracker, Gyroscope, Magnetometers, Sun-sensors
2. Magnetic Torque Rods, RCS
3. Four-function actively controlled solar array:
(a) local solar array stabilization
(b) SC slewing
(c) SC attitude control
(d) momentum management
A hybrid control system, Figure 5, is envisioned here to keep the system inertially pointed during science
observations while keeping a set of 3 solar array panels pointed to the sun. The system is flown with zero momentum through the use of the attitude estimator produced body rates (star tracker and gyroscope based), and
solar vane panels, which keep external torques (solar pressure, aero-drag and gravity gradients) from building
system momentum. A higher frequency attitude control loop based on the small (i.e., strain actuation) angle
articulation of the solar arrays about the point where they meet the SC is used to achieve precision pointing
of the attitude of the SC; however, this strain is off-loaded to a lower frequency loop where the solar vanes
are also asked to produced torques to help control very low (i.e., drift like) frequency attitude errors. This
desaturation of the solar panels is only envisioned as a way to keep the range of motion of the solar arrays
to minimum. A high frequency local loop is used at each solar array to zero out structural dynamic response
of the solar array panels, which has the effect of decoupling the SC pointing loop from the dynamics of the
SA (active damping of modes of the solar array is envisioned to be what is needed from this local controller).
Finally, the solar ar-rays are envisioned to have the capability to slew the SC through small angles in inertial
space to increase the field of regard of the onboard instrumentation or to allow for calibration operations.
If larger than a few degrees and infrequent, the slews could be completed using the on-board RCS (while
damping out SA vibrations with the local SA control loops). The principle of operation here has to do with
the fact that a motor can be used between the Solar array and the SC to apply torques that rotate the solar
array a modest amount, but because of the large SA to SC inertia ratios assumed here (say factor of 10 or
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Figure 5. Flow Diagram depiction for Architecture 2 and 3.

more) the SC ends up slewing comparatively larger angles (think of the SA as a very large RWA that does
not need to spin, but just rotate a small amount to achieve a large enough reaction torque on the SC). In [26],
a similar architecture is proposed, but in this case, spacecraft agility becomes an issue because the benefits of
a SASA-based actuation system are not considered therein.
Deep Space (10 AU) Small SC Explorer
A deep space small craft at 10 AU would require very large solar arrays for power generation. Pointing of
the optical communication terminal would require a stable space-craft, which could be compromised by the
flexible dynamics of the SA. An architecture where no reaction wheels are present would free up volume and
mass for a larger payload. The architecture for this system would be identical to the one discussed above for
an astrophysics observatory.
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR A LOW EARTH ORBITER ARCHITECTURE
The simulation results presented in this section demonstrate that strain actuated solar arrays and torque
rods can be combined to achieve precision pointing in LEO while keeping the solar array strain bounded.
This scenario considers a 6U CubeSat bus (100.0 mm x 226.3 mm x 340.5 mm) with a mass of 10 kg and
three parallelepiped solar arrays (10.0 mm x 226.3 mm x 1362.0), each with a mass of 1 kg. The mass is
assumed to be uniformly distributed. The solar arrays are separated by 120 deg, as illustrated in [Fig. 6].
The spacecraft is assumed to be in a circular polar orbit with an altitude of 800 km and an inclination of
90 deg. A dipole model is used to simulate Earth’s magnetic field. The gravity forces acting on the centers
of mass of the bus and of each solar array are simulated. Note that the latter induce gravity-gradient torques
on the bus. Each solar array is assumed to be equipped with strain actuators that allow it to rotate in all three
directions with respect to the bus. Moreover, the bus is assumed to contain three perpendicular torque rods.
The rotational dynamics of the bus with respect to the inertial frame and of the solar arrays with respect to
the bus are simulated using a linear model, valid for small angles. The connection between the bus and each
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Figure 6. Spacecraft bus and solar array configuration.

solar array is modelled as a spring-damper system with a rotational spring stiffness of 1 N/m and rotational
Rayleigh damping with constants of proportionally of 0.1. The control objective is to keep the bus of the
spacecraft inertially pointed. This is achieved by deflecting the strain actuated solar arrays. However, without
a way to destrain the solar arrays, in less than an orbit, the gravity-gradient torques would lead to the saturation
of the strain actuators. Hence, torque rods are used to slowly destrain the solar arrays and keep the deflection
angles bounded. (This is similar to the unloading of reaction wheels using torque rods.) Both control loops
are run at 10 Hz.
Figure 7 shows the time histories of the position of the bus with respect to the inertial frame ρBUS , of
the Euler angles between the bus frame and the inertial frame θBUS , and of the Euler angles representing
the deflections of the solar arrays with respect to the bus θSAB . Figure 2 only shows the first 30 seconds of
the simulation. Only the fast dynamics associated with the pointing of the bus with the strain actuators are
visible. At the beginning of the simulation, the bus is misaligned with the commanded frame by 1 deg in each
direction, whereas the deflections of the solar arrays with respect to the bus are zero. In [Fig. 7], observe that
precision pointing can be achieved by properly deflecting the solar arrays.
Figure 8 shows the same time histories as Figure 7, but now for almost four orbits. It can be seen that the
torque rods keep the strain of the solar arrays bounded within +/-2 deg, without having a substantial effect
on the pointing of the bus. Moreover, Figure 9 shows the magnetic dipoles generated by the perpendicular
torque rods. Note that these magnetic dipoles can be generated by off-the-shelf CubeSat torque rods, which
typically can generated at least 0.1 Am2 .
For completeness, Figure 10 shows what would happen without torque rods, i.e., without a mechanism to
destrain the solar arrays. Whereas the strain actuators keep the bus inertially pointed, the deflection angles
increase unboundedly, as the gravity-gradient momentum accumulates.
FUTURE WORK
The next steps needed to make a SA-based ACS architecture a reality are as follows:

1

Figure 7. Fast dynamics: pointing of the spacecraft bus.

1. Architecture 2 discussed above requires a full simulation applicable to a precision pointing telescope
like JWST.
2. Three types of actuators need to be developed further:
(a) “large” angle actuator for slewing of SC (e.g., [27])
(b) strain based actuators for attitude control (to be placed between SA panels and SA and SC)
(c) surface panel actuators for high frequency strain control of the SA
3. An actively control SA engineering model needs to built and tested to raise the TRL to 5 or 6.

CONCLUSIONS
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is studying the feasibility of ACS architectures where the Reaction Wheel
Actuators are replaced by actively controlled solar arrays. The motivation for this work is to two fold: i)
reduce flight system risk associated with the failure of reaction wheel actuators, ii) enable science missions
requiring high levels of SC and Instrument stability currently limited by reaction wheel disturbance generation. The active solar array allows us to satisfy the above needs while doubling the functionality of the
solar array and using one of their biggest detriments (i.e., their size and flexibility) as an asset! In particular, we have shown that large ratios of SA inertia to SC inertia increase the controllability of the ACS in a
linear fashion. Four functions are proposed here: 1) SA dynamics stabilization, 2) SC attitude control, 3)

Figure 8. Slow dynamics: destraining of the solar arrays.

SC slewing, and 4) momentum management. Of the four functions discussed here the second function has
been integrated into a detailed low earth orbit flight system simulation. The rest are being planned for a large
telescope simulation in an L2 orbit. Of the 4 functions above, the first function has been the subject of much
study in the literature. The 4th function has also been implemented since the early 60s (Mariner4, AnonJPLMariner1965). However, the SC attitude control function and slewing of the SC in conjunction with the
other 2 functions has not been proposed as a way to enable ultra stable architectures. With reaction wheels
being the main jitter problem in large telescopes, the work here shows that it is possible to avoid flying these
disturbance generation systems in favor of flying a quasi-static control system with plenty of agility only
when needed. Future work includes raising the TRL of his concept to 5 or 6 by designing, building and
testing an engineering model and testing it here on the ground to verify and validate models and mission
concepts using this technology.
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Figure 9. Magnetic dipoles generated by the torque rods.
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